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Problem: You can’t find the right version of the database to go with
your application. 
You want to demonstrate your application to your customers and need the database version that
goes with that application build. You have several database backups but don’t know which data-
base version goes with which application build. 

Solution
Many projects have the database structure defined in the database, which is controlled by the
database administration (DBA) group. When someone wants to demonstrate the application or
have another instance of the database, re-creating the database so that the application can run
against it correctly is usually difficult. You want to extract the database structure into SQL scripts
(text files) that you can run against an empty database so that you can have the database up and
running in no time. There are several tools available for this purpose, such as Embarcadero, Toad,
SQL Server Enterprise Manager, and others. If you’re starting a new project, you can begin with
scripts so that you don’t have to extract them later. In addition, putting table creation scripts into
one file and all other database objects into their own files makes tracking database objects easier.
After you have extracted your database into scripts, make any subsequent changes to the scripts,
not to the database; then you can use the scripts to re-create your database when needed.
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http://www.embarcadero.com/
http://www.toadsoft.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/sql/default.mspx
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Figure 1 shows extracting scripts from the database and checking them in to the source control
repository. You have to do this task only once; as mentioned, any subsequent changes are made to
the database scripts checked in to the repository, and then you check in the changes. This method
gives you a better way to track changes. Later you see ways to use these scripts and how to test
database creation scripts.
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FIGURE 1
Extracting a data-
base into scripts
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Figure 2 shows how database creation scripts are
stored in source control and how database artifacts
are part of the development tree. This means you
can package database artifacts with the application
build. When your CI engine creates a build and tags
the source control with the build number, database
artifacts are also tagged with the build number.
Tagging database artifacts helps you re-create the
database for any build of the application.
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FIGURE 2
View of the source
control tree




